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Abstract
A topological space is said to be totally paracompact if every open base of it has a locally
finite subcover. It turns out this property is very restrictive. In fact, the irrationals are not
totally paracompact. Here we give a generalization, base-paracompact, to the notion of totally
paracompactness, and study which paracompact spaces satisfy this generalization.
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1. Introduction
A topological space X is paracompact if every open cover of X has a locally finite open
refinement. A topological space is said to be totally paracompact if every open base of it
has a locally finite subcover. Corson, McNinn, Michael, and Nagata announced [3] that
the irrationals have a basis which does not have a locally finite subcover, and hence are
not totally paracompact. Ford [6] was the first to give the definition of totally paracompact
spaces. He used this property to show the equivalence of the small and large inductive
dimension in metric spaces. Ford also showed paracompact, locally compact spaces are
totally paracompact.
Lelek [9] studied totally paracompact and totally metacompact separable metric
spaces. He showed that these two properties are equivalent in separable metric spaces.
Telgarsky [10] showed that paracompact C-scattered spaces, and hence paracompact
scattered spaces, are totally paracompact. Yajima [11] showed every paracompact, T1
space with a σ -closure preserving cover by compact sets is totally paracompact.
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John O’Farrell [8] gave methods for determining whether or not a topological space
is totally paracompact. In particular, he showed that the Sorgenfrey line and the Michael
line are not totally paracompact, answering a question of Lelek. Balogh and Bennett [1]
generalized this result by showing all totally paracompact real generalized ordered spaces
are metrizable.
As seen above, total paracompactness is a very restrictive property. The focus here is to
generalize the property of totally paracompact spaces, expanding the scope while keeping
the spirit. It is an easy exercise to show that total paracompactness is equivalent to the
following property: for every basis and for every open cover U , there exists a locally finite
refinement of U by members of the basis. A naive generalization of this property is: there
is a basis such that every open cover has a locally finite refinement by members of the
basis. However, every paracompact space satisfies this trivially, for one just needs to take
the topology in a paracompact space. A strengthening is required to be of any interest.
The weight, w(X), of a topological space is the minimal cardinality of a basis for X. We
call a space base-paracompact if there is an open basis of cardinality equal to the weight
such that every open cover has a locally finite refinement by members of the basis. In
Section 3 we investigate which paracompact spaces are base-paracompact. We also discuss
the problem of whether all paracompact spaces are base-paracompact, which is still an open
question.
2. Subspaces of base-paracompact spaces
One question of interest is that of determining which subsets of base-paracompact
spaces remain base-paracompact. This problem is partially solved by the following
theorems:
Definition 2.1. A subspace M of X is base-paracompact relative to X if there exists an
open base B for X with |B| =w(X) such that every open cover (in X) of M has a locally
finite (in X) partial refinement B′ ⊂ B such that M ⊂⋃B′.
Lemma 2.2. Every closed subset of base-paracompact space is base-paracompact relative
to X.
Proof. Let X be base-paracompact, and let M be closed. Let B be a basis which witnesses
base-paracompactness for X. Let U be an open cover (in X) of M . The open cover
U ∪ {X\M} in X has a locally finite refinement B′ by members of B. Then W = {B ∈
B′: B ∩M = ∅} is a locally finite (in X) partial refinement of U . ✷
Theorem 2.3. Let X be base-paracompact. If M is a closed subset of X with w(X) =
w(M), then M is base-paracompact.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, M is base-paracompact relative to X. Since w(X)=w(M), M is
base-paracompact. ✷
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Let A be a cover of a set X. The star of a set M ⊂ X with respect to A is the set
st(M,A)=⋃{A ∈A: M ∩A = ∅}. A cover B of a set X is a star refinement of another
cover A if, for every B ∈ B, there exists a A ∈ A such that st(B,B) ⊂ A. It is well
known [4, Theorem 5.1.12] that every open cover of a paracompact space has an open
star refinement.
The next theorem not only helps give us that Fσ sets of base-paracompact spaces are
base-paracompact, but it will be useful later as well.
Theorem 2.4. If X is paracompact and the countable union of closed base-paracompact
sets relative to X, then X is base-paracompact.
Proof. Let X =⋃i<ω Fi , with each Fi closed and base-paracompact relative to X. For
each i , there exists a basis Bi for X which witnesses base-paracompactness relative to
X for Fi . Let B =⋃i<ω Bi . Note that B is a base for X and that |B| = w(X). Also B
witnesses base-paracompactness relative to X for each Fi . Let U be an open cover for X.
Now there exists a locally finite subcollection A0 of B that covers F0 and refines U . Let
A∗0 be an open star-refinement of the open coverA0 ∪{X\F0} of X. Proceed by induction.
There exists a locally finite refinement An ⊂ B of A∗i , for each i < n, which covers Fn
and refines U . Let A∗n be an open star-refinement of the coverAn ∪ {X\Fn} of X and also
each A∗i for every i < n. For every j , set Vj = {V ∈Aj : V ⊂U for any U ∈Ai for every
i < j }.
Claim. V =⋃i<ω Vi covers X.
Let x ∈X be given. Clearly ⋃i<ωAi covers X. Let j be the least positive integer such that
x ∈ V for some V ∈Aj . Suppose V ⊂ U ∈ Ai for some i < j . Then x ∈ U ∈Ai which
contradicts the choice of j . Hence, V ∈ Vj and V covers X.
Claim. V is locally finite.
Let x ∈ X. Then x ∈ Fi for some i . Then x ∈ W for some W ∈ A∗i . Let O be a
neighborhood of x with O ⊂W which meets finitely many members of⋃jiAj . Suppose
V ∩W = ∅ for V ∈ Vj with j > i . SinceAj refinesA∗j−1, V ⊂ st(W,Aj )⊂ st(W,A∗i )⊂
U ∈Ai . This contradicts the choice of Vj . Hence V is a locally finite refinement of U . ✷
Corollary 2.5. Let X be base-paracompact. If M ⊂ X is an Fσ set with w(M) = w(X),
then M is base-paracompact.
Proof. Since M is an Fσ set, M =⋃n<ω Mn where Mn is closed. By Lemma 2.2, each
Mn is base-paracompact relative to X and hence base-paracompact relative to M since
w(X)=w(M). By Theorem 2.4, M is base-paracompact. ✷
There is some difficulty in removing the weight conditions. As will be seen later,
removing them would result in proving that every paracompact space is base-paracompact,
which is still an open question.
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Definition 2.6. A topological space X is locally base-paracompact if for every x ∈X there
is a neighborhoodOx of x such that Ox is base-paracompact.
Theorem 2.7. Paracompact, locally base-paracompact spaces are base-paracompact.
Proof. For every x ∈ X, choose a neighborhood Ox of x such that Ox is base-para-
compact. Let O = {Ox : x ∈ X}. Since X is paracompact, O has a locally finite open
refinement V such that |V| w(X). Let W be a shrinking of V . For every W ∈W , there
is an OW ∈O such that W ⊂OW and hence W is base-paracompact relative to OW . For
every W ∈W let BW be a basis for OW which witnesses base-paracompactness relative to
W . Let B =⋃W∈W BW , and let U be an open cover of X. Consider UW = {U : U ∩W =∅}. There is a locally finite (in X) refinement B′W of UW such that ⋃B′W ⊂OW . Note thatB′W is locally finite in X. Hence B′ =⋃W∈W B′W is a locally finite refinement of U . ✷
3. Base-paracompact spaces
Paracompact spaces which are base-paracompact are now investigated. Probably the
most important class of spaces are metrizable spaces. A basis B for a topological space X is
regular if for every point x ∈X and any neighborhoodU of x there exists a neighborhood
V ⊂ U of the point x such that the set of all members of B that meet both V and X\U is
finite.
Lemma 3.1 [4, Lemma 5.4.3]. If B is a regular basis for a space X, then the set of maximal
elements from B, Bm = {B ∈ B: if B ⊂ B ′ ∈ B, then B = B ′}, is a locally finite cover of X.
Lemma 3.2 (Arhangel’skii Metrization Theorem [4, Theorem 5.4.6]). A topological space
is metrizable if and only if it is a T1-space and has a regular base.
Theorem 3.3. Metric spaces are base-paracompact spaces.
Proof. Let X be metrizable and let B be a regular basis for X with |B| =w(X). Let U be
an open cover of X. Let C = {B ∈ B: B ⊂ U for some U ∈ U}. Note that C is a regular
basis for X. Hence, Cm is a locally finite refinement of U by members of B. ✷
In showing paracompact spaces are base-paracompact, one can start with a basis the size
of the weight and add more open sets to this basis as long as the size of the basis does not
increase beyond that of the weight. The following theorem will be most useful throughout.
Theorem 3.4. Let B be a basis for a topological space X with |B| =w(X). Then there is
a basis B′ for X with |B′| = w(X) and B ⊂ B′ which is closed under finite unions, finite
intersections, and complements of closures.
Proof. Let B0 = B. Let B1 be all finite unions, finite intersections, and complements
of closures by elements of B0. Note that |B1| = w(X) since |B| = w(X). Proceed by
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induction. Suppose |Bn−1| = w(X). Let Bn be all the finite unions, finite intersections,
and complements of closures by elements of Bn−1. Note that |Bn| =w(X) since |Bn−1| =
w(X). Then the basis B′ =⋃n<ω Bn is the desired basis. ✷
It is well known that regular Lindelöf spaces are paracompact [4, Theorem 5.1.2]. To
illustrate the previous theorem, this result is strengthened by showing that regular Lindelöf
spaces are base-paracompact.
Theorem 3.5. Regular Lindelöf spaces are base-paracompact.
Proof. Let X be a regular Lindelöf space, and let B′ be a basis for X with |B′| = w(X).
By Theorem 3.4 there is a base B with B′ ⊂ B which is closed under finite unions, finite
intersections, and complements of closures. Let U be an open cover of X. For every x ∈X,
there exists Vx,Ux ∈ B such that x ∈ Vx ⊂ Vx ⊂ Ux ⊂ U for some U ∈ U . Since X is
Lindelöf, the cover {Vx : x ∈ X} has a countable subcover, say {Vi : i < ω}. Note that
Vi ⊂Ui for every i < ω. Let Bi =Ui\⋃k<i Vk . Note that
(i) Bi ∈ B for every i ∈ ω, and
(ii) the collection {Bi : i < ω} form a locally finite collection since Vi misses Bn for
all n > i .
We still need to show the {Bi : i < ω} cover X. Let x ∈X and let n be the least n ∈ ω such
that x ∈ Vn. Then x ∈ Bn by the way n was chosen. Therefore {Bi : i < ω} covers X and
X is base-paracompact. ✷
Since metrizable spaces are base-paracompact. A natural place to look for base-
paracompact spaces would be in classes of generalized metric spaces. First, the following
result is needed which is important in its own right.
Theorem 3.6. Base-paracompactness is an inverse invariant of perfect mappings.
Proof. Let f :X → Y be a perfect mapping onto a base-paracompact space Y . Let
BY be a basis for Y which witnesses base-paracompactness. Note that w(X)  w(Y )
[4, Theorem 3.7.19]. Let BX be any basis for X with |BX| = w(X). Let B′X = BX ∪
{f−1(B): B ∈ BY } ∪ {B ∩ f−1(B ′): B ∈ BX, B ′ ∈ BY }.
Claim. B′X witnesses base-paracompactness for X.
Clearly |B′X| =w(X). Let U = {Ut : t ∈ T } ⊂ B′X be an open cover of X. For every y ∈ Y ,
choose a finite subset I (y)⊂ T such that f−1(y)⊂⋃t∈I (y) Ut . Since f is a closed map,
there exists a neighborhood Vy of y such that f−1(y)⊂ f−1(Vy)⊂⋃t∈I (y) Ut . The cover
{Vy}y∈Y has a locally finite refinementB′Y ⊂ BY . Then, {f−1(B): B ∈ B′Y } is locally finite,
and for each B ∈ B′Y , f−1(B) ⊂ f−1(Vy(B)) ⊂
⋃
t∈I (y(B)) Ut for some y(B) ∈ Y . Now,
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B′′X = {f−1(B) ∩ Ut : B ∈ B′Y and t ∈ I (y(B))} is a locally finite refinement of U by
members of B′X. Hence X is base-paracompact. ✷
Definition 3.7. A topological space X is an M-space if there is a sequence (Gn) of open
covers of X such that
(i) if xn ∈ st(x,Gn) for each n, then {xn: n ∈ ω} has a cluster point;
(ii) for each n, Gn+1 star refines Gn.
Corollary 3.8. Paracompact M-spaces are base-paracompact.
Proof. Every paracompact M-space is the perfect preimage of a metric space [7, Corol-
lary 3.7]. ✷
Theorem 3.6 also gives us
Corollary 3.9. Let X be base-paracompact, and let Y be a compact space. Then X× Y is
base-paracompact.
Proof. The projection map p :X × Y → X is a perfect mapping. Hence X × Y is base-
paracompact. ✷
Since the square of the Sorgenfrey line is not even normal [4, Example 2.3.12],
the product of base-paracompact spaces need not be base-paracompact in general.
The following shows that certain products of base-paracompact spaces are still base-
paracompact.
Theorem 3.10. Let X be a base-paracompact space, and Y be σ -compact. Then X× Y is
base-paracompact.
Proof. Let Y =⋃i<ω Ci where each Ci is a compact subset of Y . Let BX be a base of
X which witnesses base-paracompactness, and let BY be a base for Y with |BY | = w(Y ).
Note that BX × BY is a basis for X × Y with |BX × BY | = w(X × Y ). By Theorem 2.4,
it suffices to show that X ×Ci is base-paracompact relative to X × Y . Let U ⊂ BX × BY
be an open cover of X × Ci . We will show U has a locally finite subcover of X × Ci
by members of BX × BY . Since {x} × Ci is compact, there exist finitely many members
of U , say U1 × V1, . . . ,Unx × Vnx that cover {x} × Ci . Define Vx = {V1, . . . , Vnx }, and
Wx = U1 ∩ · · · ∩ Unx . Note that W = {Wx : x ∈ X} covers X. Let W ′ be a locally finite
refinement of W by members of BX . For each O ∈W ′, O ⊂WxO for some WxO ∈W .
Then
⋃
O∈W ′ {O × V : V ∈ VxO } is a locally finite refinement of U covering X×Ci . ✷
It follows from [2] Corollary 6.26 that the product of a metric space and a hereditary
Lindelöf space is paracompact. The product of a metric space X and a hereditary Lindelöf
space Y is base-paracompact. A technique similar to what was used in showing Lindelöf
spaces are base-paracompact is used. A σ -discrete refinement of an open cover of X × Y
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is shrunk to obtain a locally finite refinement by subtracting off members of the shrinking
from members of the refinement.
Definition 3.11. The collection B = {B = (B1,B2): B ∈ B} is a pair-base for a topological
space if B1 is open, B1 ⊂ B2, and if x is contained in an open set U , then there is
B ∈ B such that x ∈ B1 ⊂ B2 ⊂ U . A pair-base B is said to be σ -discrete if the collection
{B2: (B1,B2) ∈ B} forms a σ -discrete collection.
Lemma 3.12. Every metric space has a σ -discrete pair-base B with |B| = w(X) such
that for all x ∈ X and any neighborhood U of x there is a (B1,B2) ∈ B such that
x ∈B1 ⊂ B1 ⊂ B2 ⊂U and B2 is open.
Proof. Let B =⋃n<ω Bn be a σ -discrete base forX with |B| =w(X). Since X is perfectly
normal, every B ∈ Bn can be written as the union B =⋃m<ω Bm where each Bm is open
and Bm ⊂ Bm+1. Hence B =⋃{Bn,m: n,m ∈ ω}, where Bn,m = {(Bm,B): B ∈ Bn} is the
desired pair-base. ✷
The next lemma shows that any open cover of X× Y has a σ -discrete refinement {W2n}
with a shrinking {W1n} by certain sets.
Lemma 3.13. Let X be metrizable and let Y be hereditarily Lindelöf. Let BX be the pair-
basis from Lemma 3.12, and let BY be a basis for Y with |BY | = w(Y ). For every open
cover U of X× Y , there are Wen = {Beα ×Ueα: α ∈ κn}, n < ω, and e ∈ {1,2} such that
• each Wen is a discrete collection,
• ⋃n<ωWen is a refinement of U for each e ∈ {1,2},
• (B1α,B2α) ∈ BX for every α ∈ κn,
• U1α ⊂U2α for every α ∈ κn, and• Ueα ∈ BY for every α ∈ κn and each e ∈ {1,2}.
Proof. Let B = ⋃n<ω Bn be a σ -discrete pair-basis for X described in Lemma 3.12,
and let BY be a basis for Y with |BY | = w(Y ). Let U be an open cover of X × Y .
Since, for every z ∈ X × Y , there is (B1z ,B2z ) ∈ BX and an open set Uz ⊂ Y such that
z ∈ B1z × Uz ⊂ B2z × Uz ⊂ U for some U ∈ U , we may assume U = {B2γ × Uγ : γ < κ}
where U1 = {B1γ × Uγ : γ < κ} also covers, (B1γ ,B2γ ) ∈ BX, and Uγ is an open set of Y
for every γ < κ . Let On = {B1γ × Uγ ∈ U1: (B1γ ,B2γ ) ∈ Bn} = {B1α × Uα : α < κn}. Let
Onα = {U : B1α × U ∈ On}. For every y ∈
⋃Onα , there are U(α)1y,U(α)2y ∈ BY such that
y ∈U(α)1y ⊂U(α)1y ⊂U(α)2y ⊂U for some U ∈Onα . Since Y is hereditarily Lindelöf, the






⋃Onα . Since Bn is discrete, Wen,m = {Beα ×U(α)em: α ∈ κn},
e ∈ {1,2}, are the desired refinements. ✷
Lemma 3.14. Let X be metrizable and let Y be hereditarily Lindelöf. Let B′X be the pair-
base described in Lemma 3.12, and let B′′X be a regular basis with size equal to the weight
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of X. Let BX be a basis containing B′ ∪ B′′ that is closed under finite unions, finite
intersections, and complements of closures. Let BY be a basis of Y with |BY | = w(Y )
that is closed under finite unions, finite intersections and complements of closures. Let
B = BX × BY , and let Wen be the sets described in Lemma 3.13. If B ∈ B, then B\
⋃W1n
is the union of a locally finite subcollection by members of B.
Proof. Let B ×U ∈ B. Note that
(B ×U)\
(⋃{














)× (U\U1α): α ∈ κn}
)
and (B2α ∩ B) × (U\U1α) ∈ BX × BY for every α ∈ κn. Also, B\(
⋃
α<κn
B1α) is an open
subset of X since B′X =
⋃
m<ω Bm is σ -discrete and (B1α,B2α) ∈ Bm for all α < κn and for
some m<ω. So, there is a locally finite open cover B of B by members of BX such that for
all V ∈ V and for every α, V ∩B1α implies that V ⊂ B2α . Hence {(B2α ∩B)× (U\U1α): α <
κn} ∪ {V ×U : V ∈ V and V ∩ (⋃α<κn B1α) = ∅} ∪ {V ×U\U1α : V ∩B1α = ∅} is a locally
finite refinement by members of B whose union is B\⋃W1n . This completes the proof. ✷
Theorem 3.15. Let X be metrizable and let Y be a hereditarily Lindelöf space. Then X×Y
is base-paracompact.
Proof. Let B′X be the σ -discrete pair-base described in Lemma 3.12, Let B′′X be a regular
basis for X with |B′′X| = w(X). Let BX be a basis containing B′X and B′′X closed under
finite unions, finite intersections, and complements of closures. Let BY be a basis for
Y which is closed under finite unions, finite intersections, and complements of closures
with |BY | = w(Y ). Let B = BX × BY , and let U be an open cover of X × Y . Let Wen =
{Beα × Uen : α < κn}, n < ω and e ∈ {1,2} be the discrete sets described in Lemma 3.13.
Let T0 = W20 . Consider W21 . By Lemma 3.14, for every B ∈ W21 , B\(
⋃W10 ) can be
expressed as the union of a locally finite subcollection T 0B by members of B. Since W21 is
discrete, T1 =⋃{T 0B : B ∈W21 } is locally finite. Proceed by induction. Suppose Tn−1 is a
locally finite collection by members of B such that⋃Tn−1 =⋃W2n−1\(⋃i<n−1(⋃W1i )).
Consider W2n . By Lemma 3.14, for every B ∈ W2n , B\(
⋃W10 ) can be expressed as
the union of a locally finite subcollection V0B by members of B. Since W2n is discrete,
V0 =⋃{V0B : B ∈W2n} is locally finite. For each B ∈ V0 apply Lemma 3.14 to obtain a
locally finite subcollection V1B by members of B such that
⋃V1B = B\(⋃W11 ). Since V0
is locally finite, V1 =⋃{V1B : B ∈ V0} is locally finite. Suppose Vn−1 is a locally finite
subcollection of B such that ⋃Vn−1 = ⋃W1n\(⋃i<n−1(⋃W1i )). For each B ∈ Vn−1,
B\(⋃W1n) can be expressed as the union of a locally finite subcollection VnB by members
of B. Since Vn−1 is locally finite, Tn =⋃{VnB : B ∈ Vn} is locally finite.
Claim.
⋃Tn is a locally finite refinement of U .
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Let x ∈ X. Since the {W1n : n < ω} cover X, there is an n such that x ∈ B1α × Uα ∈W1n .
Note that x /∈ V ∈ Ti for any i > n. The ⋃in Ti is locally finite (in fact a finite union
of discrete collections). Let O be a neighborhood of x which hits finitely many members
of
⋃
in Ti . Then O ∩ B1α is a neighborhood of x which hits finitely many members of⋃
n<ω Tn, and
⋃
n<ω Tn is a locally finite refinement of U by members of B. ✷
Another important class of spaces is the class of paracompact GO-spaces. Only a partial
answer to the question of whether paracompact GO-spaces are base-paracompact is given.
The next theorem shows that GO-spaces with weight less than or equal to ω1 are base-
paracompact. It is not clear how to extend the proof of the next theorem to GO-spaces with
larger weights.
Theorem 3.16. Paracompact GO-spaces with weight less than or equal to ω1 are base-
paracompact.
Proof. Let X be a paracompact linearly ordered space. If w(X)= ω, then X is metrizable
and hence base-paracompact, so assume w(X) = ω1. Let B be a basis of open intervals
with |B| = w1. Let D = {dα: α < ω1} be a dense subset of X which includes all x ∈ X
which has a neighborhood of the form [x, y) or (y, x]. Let B be the set of endpoints of B.
Note that |B′| =w1.
Construct a network {If : f ∈ 2<ω1} of closed intervals (allowing gap endpoints) such
that
(i) if f,g ∈ 2<ω1 and f extends g, then If ⊂ Ig ,
(ii) for every α < ω1, {If : f ∈ 2α} covers X,
(iii) for every α < ω1 and for every distinct f,g ∈ 2α , |If ∩ Ig| 1,
(iv) |If |> 1 implies that If = If ˆ0 ∪ If ˆ1 and If ˆe  If ,
(v) for every α < ω1, dα is an endpoint of some If ,
(vi) for every x ∈X, ⋂{If : x ∈ If } = {x}, as follows.
Let I∅ =X. Continue by induction to define If for every f ∈ 2<ω1 . Suppose α < ω1, and
If has been defined for every f ∈ 2β , β < α. Let f ∈ 2α . If α = β + 1, then If|β has
already been defined.
Case (1): If|β = {x}.
Then define If|β ˆ0 = If|β ˆ1 = {x}.
Case (2): If|β = [x, y] where (x, y) = ∅.
Choose d ∈ D ∩ (x, y). If dβ ∈ D ∩ (x, y) then let d = dβ . Define If|β ˆ0 = [x, d] and
If|β ˆ1 = [d, y].
Case (3): If|β = {x, y} where x is the immediate predecessor of y .
Then define If|β ˆ0 = {x} and If|β ˆ1 = {y}.
If α is a limit ordinal. Then define If =⋂β<α If|β .
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Note that, by (iii) and (iv), for all f,g ∈ 2<ω1 , If and Ig are either disjoint, meet in
exactly one point, or one is contained in the other. Let G be the network consisting of
all If , f ∈ 2<ω1 such that |If | > 1 or If = {d} for some d ∈ D and |If|β |> 1 for every
β ∈ domf , or |If |> 1. Then |G| = ω1.
The basis B′′ = B′ ∪ {int(If ): If ∈ G} will be the desired basis. Note that |B′′| = ω1.
Let U be an open cover. Consider the refinement F = {If ∈ G: there is U ∈ U such that
If ⊂U and for every β ∈ domf and for every U ′ ∈ U , If|β ⊂U ′}.
Claim. F is locally countable.
Define stage(If ) = α if f ∈ 2α . Let x ∈ X, then x ∈ I0 = [a, b] for some I0 ∈ F . If
x ∈ (a, b) then we are done. Suppose x = a. Then [a, b] ⊂ U for some U = (c, d) ∈ U . If
[a, b) is open, we are done. If not, then (c, a) = ∅. Suppose F is not locally countable at x .
Then for every c′ < a there are uncountable many I ∈F such that I ⊂ (c′, a).
Case (1): There exists a c′ < a such that {stage(I): I ∈F , I ⊂ (c′, a)} is countable.
Then uncountably many I ⊂ (c′, a) come from the same stage. Suppose that this stage
is a limit stage α. Then for such I , I = If for some f ∈ 2α , and If =⋂β<α If|β . Since
If ⊂ (c′, a) and (c′, a) is open, there is a β < α such that If|β ⊂ (c′, a). This contradicts
the minimality of If .
Suppose that all the I ’s come from a successor stage α + 1. Choose three intervals
I 1 = [a1, b1], I 2 = [a2, b2], and I 3 = [a3, b3] such that I 1  I 2  I 3. Note that I 2 = If
for some f ∈ 2α+1 for some α < ω1. Also note that a1  If|α  b3 which contradicts min-
imality. Therefore, there is no c′ < a such that {stage(I): I ∈F , I ⊂ (c′, a)} is countable.
Case (2): For every c′ < a, {stage(I): I ∈F , I ⊂ (c′, a)} is uncountable.
There is I 1 = [a1, b1] contained in (c, a) such that stage(I 1)= γ > α. By the hypothesis
of case (2), there is I 2 ∈ F such that b1  I 2  a and stage(I 1) < stage(I 2) since
{stage(I): I ∈ F , I ⊂ (b1, a)} is uncountable. Note that I 2 = If where f ∈ 2β for some
β < ω1. Then a1  If|γ  a which contradicts the minimality of If .
Therefore, for some c′ < a, {I ∈ F : I meets (c′, a)} must be countable. Hence F is
locally countable, and hence the proof of the claim is complete.
Let E be the endpoints in X of the I ’s for I ∈F . Note that E is closed in X. Since E is
locally countable,E can be partitioned into sets {Eθ : θ < λ} that are countable, and clopen
in E (hence closed discrete in X). Since X is collectionwise normal, there are open sets
Uθ such that Eθ ⊂ Uθ and {Uθ : θ < λ} is discrete family. Note that each Uθ is the union
of disjoint open convex sets, and hence we may assume each Uθ is convex.
Claim. There is a locally finite partial open refinement Vθ of U by members of B′′ covering
Eθ , and contained in Uθ .
Let e ∈ Eθ , and let re = sup{x ∈ X: there is a locally finite partial open refinement
Cex ⊂ B′′ of U which covers [e, x] and is contained in Uθ }, and le = inf{x ∈X: there is a
locally finite partial open refinement Cex ⊂ B′′ of U which covers [x, e] and contained in
Uθ }. Note that le and re are gaps, and the sets (le, re) partition Eθ into relative clopen sets.
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Subclaim. For each (le, re) there is a locally finite open refinement V ⊂ B′ of U which
covers Eθ ∩ (le, re) such that ⋃V ⊂ (le, re).
Since Eθ is countable and paracompact, there is a closed countable, discrete R ⊂ Eθ ∩
(le, re) which is cofinal in Eθ∩(le, re). If supR < re , then we are done. Assume supR = re .
Without loss of generality,R = {rn}where rn < rm if and only if n <m. Suppose Ce,r0 does
not cover [e, re). Note that Ce,r0 does cover [e, r0]. Let dα0 ∈
⋃Ce,r0∩D such that r0  dα0 .
Let n1 be the least integer such that rn1 /∈
⋃Ce,ro . If Ce,rn1 does not cover [e, re), letV1 = {B ∈ Ce,rn1: B ⊂
⋃Ce,rn0 }. If B ∈ V1 ⊂ B′, then B = (a, b). Let B ′ = (dα0, b) ∈ B′.
Let V ′1 = Ce,r0 ∪ {B ′: B ∈ V1}. Proceed by induction and
⋃
n<ω V ′n will be locally finite.
Let V[e,re) =
⋃
n<ω V ′n. Note that we can use the same process to get a locally finite partial
refinement U covering (le, e] in Uθ . Since the convex sets (le, re) are disjoint, we can find
a locally finite partial refinement Vθ of U which covers Eθ and is contained in Uθ .
The collection (
⋃
θ<λ Vθ ) ∪ {int (F ): F ∈ F and intF ⊂
⋃Vθ for any θ} is locally
finite refinement of U by members of B′′. ✷
Note that the locally finite refinement constructed in Theorem 3.16 are convex sets
whose endpoints are not necessarily in the spaceX. Ideally, one would like to have intervals
with endpoints in the space X itself. This is not possible even for metrizable linearly
ordered spaces. Faber [5] showed that there is a metrizable (hence base-paracompact)
linearly order space such that no σ -disjoint collection of open intervals covers X, and
hence no locally finite cover by intervals with endpoints in X covers X.
4. Open questions
It is still an open question whether all paracompact spaces are base-paracompact. The
next theorem shows some of the difficulties with this problem. Suppose that there is a
paracompact space X that is not base-paracompact. If we were to add an isolated point to
X, then the resulting space would still be a paracompact space that is not base-paracompact.
In conclusion, if there is a paracompact space that is not base-paracompact, then there is
such a space that has an isolated point. This fact will be used in the proof of the next
theorem.
As promised, we now look at some equivalences to showing that every paracompact is
base-paracompact.
Theorem 4.1. The following are equivalent:
(i) Every paracompact space is base-paracompact.
(ii) Base-paracompact spaces are preserved under closed mappings.
(iii) Base-paracompact spaces are preserved under open perfect mappings.
(iv) Every closed subset of a base-paracompact space is base-paracompact.
(v) Every Fσ set of a base-paracompact space is base-paracompact.
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Proof. Note that (i) ⇒ (ii) ⇒ (iii) and (i) ⇒ (v) ⇒ (iv). It suffices to prove (iii) ⇒ (i)
and (iv) ⇒ (i). For these two cases, let X be a paracompact space with an isolated point
x0 which is not base-paracompact. Let O be the open sets of X and let κ = |O|. Let
Y = X ⊕ [0, κ] (the topological sum). Note that w(Y ) = κ . Let Bκ be a basis for [0, κ].
Then B = Bκ ∪O is a basis for X that witnesses base-paracompactness for Y . Note that X
is a closed subset of Y which is not base-paracompact. This proves (iv) ⇒ (i).
Define f :Y →X by f (x)= x if x ∈X and f (x)= x0 if x ∈ [0, κ]. Note that f is an
open perfect mapping from Y onto X. This proves (iii) ⇒ (i). ✷
The author closes the paper by listing some open questions that the author was unable
to answer.
Question 4.2. Are paracompact GO-spaces base-paracompact?
Question 4.3. Are stratifiable spaces base-paracompact?
Question 4.4. Are protometrizable spaces base-paracompact?
Question 4.5. Are connected paracompact spaces base-paracompact?
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